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ANNEXURE 1 
 

S. No Feature Definition 

1. Citizen participation A smart city constantly adapts its strategies incorporating views of its 
citizens to bring maximum benefit for all. (Guideline 3.1.6)  

2. Identity and culture 

A Smart City has a unique identity, which distinguishes it from all 
other cities, based on some key aspect: its location or climate; its 
leading industry, its cultural heritage, its local culture or cuisine, or 
other factors.  This identity allows an easy answer to the question 
"Why in this city and not somewhere else?" A Smart City celebrates 
and promotes its unique identity and culture. (Guideline 3.1.7) 

3. Economy and 
employment  

A smart city has a robust and resilient economic base and growth 
strategy that creates large-scale employment and increases 
opportunities for the majority of its citizens.  
(Guideline 2.6 & 3.1.7 & 6.2) 

4. Health A Smart City provides access to healthcare for all its citizens. 
(Guideline 2.5.10) 

5. Education A Smart City offers schooling and educational opportunities for all 
children in the city  (Guideline 2.5.10) 

6. Mixed use 
A Smart City has different kinds of land uses in the same places; 
such as offices, housing, and shops, clustered together.  
 (Guidelines 3.1.2 and 3.1.2) 

7. Compactness 

A Smart City encourages development to be compact and dense, 
where buildings are ideally within a 10-minute walk of public 
transportation and are located close together to form concentrated 
neighborhoods and centers of activity around commerce and 
services.  (Guidelines 2.3 and 5.2) 

8. Open spaces 

A Smart City has sufficient and usable public open spaces, many of 
which are green, that promote exercise and outdoor recreation for all 
age groups.  Public open spaces of a range of sizes are dispersed 
throughout the City so all citizens can have access. (Guidelines 3.1.4 
& 6.2) 

9. Housing and 
inclusiveness 

A Smart City has sufficient housing for all income groups and 
promotes integration among social groups. (Guidelines 3.1.2) 

10.  Transportation & 
Mobility 

A Smart City does not require an automobile to get around; 
distances are short, buildings are accessible from the sidewalk, and 
transit options are plentiful and attractive to people of all income 
levels. (Guidelines 3.1.5 & 6.2) 

11.  Walkable 

A Smart City’s roads are designed equally for pedestrians, cyclists 
and vehicles; and road safety and sidewalks are paramount to street 
design.  Traffic signals are sufficient and traffic rules are enforced.  
Shops, restaurants, building entrances and trees line the sidewalk to 
encourage walking and there is ample lighting so the pedestrian 
feels safe day and night. (Guidelines 3.1.3 & 6.2) 

12.  IT connectivity A Smart City has a robust internet network allowing high-speed 
connections to all offices and dwellings as desired. (Guideline 6.2) 
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13.  Intelligent government 
services  

A Smart City enables easy interaction (including through online and 
telephone services) with its citizens, eliminating delays and 
frustrations in interactions with government. (Guidelines 2.4.7 & 
3.1.6 & 5.1.4 & 6.2) 

14.  Energy supply  A Smart City has reliable, 24/7 electricity supply with no delays in 
requested hookups. (Guideline 2.4) 

15.  Energy source A Smart City has at least 10% of its electricity generated by 
renewables. (Guideline 6.2) 

16.  Water supply A Smart City has a reliable, 24/7 supply of water that meets national 
and global health standards. (Guidelines 2.4 & 6.2) 

17.  Waste water 
management  

A Smart City has advanced water management programs, including 
wastewater recycling, smart meters, rainwater harvesting, and green 
infrastructure to manage storm water runoff. (Guideline 6.2) 

18.  Water quality A Smart City treats all of its sewage to prevent the polluting of water 
bodies and aquifers. (Guideline 2.4) 

19.  Air quality  A Smart City has air quality that always meets international safety 
standards. (Guideline 2.4.8) 

20.  Energy efficiency  A Smart City promotes state-of-the-art energy efficiency practices in 
buildings, street lights, and transit systems. (Guideline 6.2) 

21.  Underground electric 
wiring 

A Smart City has an underground electric wiring system to reduce 
blackouts due to storms and eliminate unsightliness. (Guideline 6.2) 

22.   
Sanitation 

A Smart City has no open defecation, and a full supply of toilets 
based on the population. (Guidelines 2.4.3 & 6.2) 

23.  Waste management  

A Smart City has a waste management system that removes 
household and commercial garbage, and disposes of it in an 
environmentally and economically sound manner. (Guidelines 2.4.3 
& 6.2) 

24.  Safety  
A Smart City has high levels of public safety, especially focused on 
women, children and the elderly; men and women of all ages feel 
safe on the streets at all hours. (Guideline 6.2) 
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ANNEXURE 2 
Self-Assessment Form 

 
Attach self-assessment format given in supplementary template (Excel sheet),  

with columns I-L duly filled 



S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

1

Citizen 

participation

A smart city constantly shapes and 

changes course of its strategies 

incorporating views of its citizen to 

bring maximum benefit for all

(Guideline 3.1.6)

The City begins by identifying 

priorities and projects to 

pursue without consulting 

citizens.

City undertakes citizen 

participation with some select 

stakeholders. The findings are 

compiled and incorporated in 

some projects or programs. Very 

few major decisions are shared 

with citizens until final projects 

are unveiled.

City conducts citizen 

engagement at city level 

and local area level with 

most stakeholders and in 

most areas. The findings 

are compiled and 

incorporated in projects or 

programs.

City constantly conducts citizen 

engagement with people at each 

Ward level to incorporate their 

views, and these shape priorities 

and development projects in the 

city. Multiple means of 

communication and germ 

feedback such, both face-to-face 

and online are utilized. The 

effectiveness of city governance 

and service delivery is constantly 

enhanced on the basis of feedback 

from citizens. Scenario 3

The city has extensively consulted with 

the citizens for developing the City 

Developmental Plan (2013), City Mobility 

Plan (2014). The city also consults citizen's 

opinions through organisations such as 

the Lions and Rotary. The city has 

established a "COMMUNITY 

PARTICIPATION LAW" as a part of City 

Development Plan

Source: City Development Plan for 

Expanded Vellore Municipal Corporation, 

June 201 Scenario 4

The plan seeks to easen 

interractions with its citizens 

through development of two way 

communication public information 

systems in key locations of the 

city, mobile apps for enabling 

integrated grievance redressal 

framework and auto-escalation 

mechanisms and open data 

portals

2

Identity and 

culture

A Smart City has a unique identity, 

which distinguishes it from all other 

cities, based on some key aspect: its 

location or climate; its leading 

industry, its cultural heritage, its 

local culture or cuisine, or other 

factors. This identity allows an easy 

answer to the question "why in this 

city and not somewhere else?" A 

Smart City celebrates and promotes 

its unique identity and culture

There are few architectural 

monuments, symbols, and 

festivals that emphasise the 

unique character of the city. 

Built, natural and cultural 

heritage is not preserved and 

utilised or enhanced through 

physical, management and 

policy structures.

Historic and cultural resources 

are preserved and utilised to 

some extent but limited 

resources exist to manage and 

maintain the immediate 

surroundings of the heritage 

monuments. New buildings and 

areas are created without much 

thought to how they reflect the 

identity and culture of the city.

Historic and cultural 

heritage resources are 

preserved and utilised and 

their surroundings are well-

maintained. Public spaces, 

public buildings and 

amenities reflect the 

cultural identity of the city.

Built, natural and intangible 

heritage are preserved and utilised 

as anchors of the city. Historical 

and cultural resources are 

enhanced through various 

mediums of expression. Public 

spaces, open spaces, amenities 

and public buildings reflect local 

identity and are widely used by the 

public through festivals, events 

and activities. Scenario 2

The city enjoys a rich heritage - India's 

first Mutiny for independence, Tipu 

Mahal, Hyder Mahal, Muthu mandapam - 

Sri Lakan last ruler's remains & Many 

more). Currently encroachments are 

observed in select areasdisregarding 

heritage nodes. For ex: Fish Market, 

vegetable market & 100% commercial 

area expansion around vellore fort Scenario 4

The plan envisages to positions its 

heritage as its central theme for 

development. All the new 

development in the city wil be 

deisgned around a heritage 

network along with specail 

features to enhance each heritage 

node

3

Economy and 

employment

A smart city has a robust and 

resilient economic base and growth 

strategy that creates large-scale 

employment and increases 

opportunities for the majority of its 

citizens. (Guideline 2.6 & 3.1.7 & 6.2)

There are some job 

opportunities in the city but 

they do not reach all sections 

of the population. There are a 

high number of jobs in the 

informal sector without 

sufficient facilities.

There is a range of job 

opportunities in the city for many 

sections of the population. The 

city attempts to integrate 

informal economic activities with 

formal parts of the city and its 

economy.

There are adequate job 

opportunities for all 

sections of society. But skill 

availability among residents 

can sometimes be a 

challenge.

 There are adequate opportunities 

for jobs for all sections of income 

groups and skill levels. Job-

oriented skill training supported by 

the city and by industry. Economic 

activities are suited to and build on 

locational and other advantages of 

the city. Scenario 2

 The city is a service driven economy. 

SIDCO has established a number of 

industrial estates in the Vellore City’s 

periphery accessable in less than 30 

minutes (Katpadi-7.8 Km, Ranipet-27 Km, 

Mukundarayapuram-22.8 Km and 

Vannivedu-28 Km). The towns Ranipet, 

Ambur and adjoining areas are estimated 

to account for over 37% of the Leather 

and Leather related product exports from 

India.

Sources: TANSIDCO Scenario 3

Creation of a incubation hub and 

Immersive Learning Centre will 

enable the city emerge into an 

R&D hub for engineering sciences 

4 Education

A Smart City offers schooling and 

educational opportunities for all 

children in the city (Guideline 2.5.10)

The city provides very limited 

educational facilities for its 

residents. There are some 

schools but very limited 

compared to the demand. 

Many schools are in poor 

condition.

City provides adequate primary 

education facilities within easily 

reachable distance of 15 minutes 

walking for most residential areas 

of the city. The city also provides 

some secondary education 

facilities.

City provides adequate 

primary and secondary 

education facilities within 

easily reachable distance 

for most residential areas 

of the city. Education 

facilities are regularly 

assessed through - 

databases of schools 

including number of 

students, attendance, 

teacher - student ratio, 

facilities available and other 

factors.

City provides adequate and high-

quality education facilities within 

easily reachable distance of 10 

minutes walking for all the 

residential areas of the city and 

provides multiple options of 

connecting with specialised 

teaching and multi media enabled 

education. Education facilities are 

regularly assessed through 

database of schools including 

number of students, attendance, 

teacher-student ratio, facilities 

available and other factors. Scenario 3

Vellore is the only non-metro city that 

holds 2 top higher education institutes. 

Literacy rate in Vellore is 86.67% which is 

higher than the National (urban) average 

of 84.9% which also reflects the greater 

reach of educational facilities. The city 

constantly collects data from schools and 

has an existing program with WB to 

establish e-governance module for School 

Management Systems

Source: City Development Plan for 

Expanded Vellore Municipal Corporation, 

June 2013 Scenario 4

Creation of student friendly 

ecosystem to easen 

understanding of  concepts 

through digital and practical 

learning can enhance the learning 

experience to students. The city 

should also move towards 

digitalizing existing records and 

end to end E-governance module 

to enhance informed decision 

making capabilities of the 

government
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S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

5 Health

A Smart City provides access to 

healthcare for all its citizens. 

(Guideline 2.5.10)

Healthcare is difficult for 

citizens to access - demand for 

healthcare often exceeds 

hospitals' ability to meet 

citizen needs.

The city provides some access to 

healthcare for its residents but 

healthcare facilities are 

overburdened and far from many 

residents. Access to preventive 

health care is only easily available 

for some residents.

City provides adequate 

health facilities within easily 

reachable distance for all 

the residential areas and 

job centres of the city. It 

has an emergency response 

system that connects with 

ambulance services.

City provides adequate health 

facilities at easily accessible 

distance and individual health 

monitoring systems for elderly and 

vulnerable citizens which are 

directly connected to hospitals to 

prevent emergency health risks 

and to acquire specialised health 

advice with maximum 

convenience. The city is able to 

foresee likely potential diseases 

and develop response systems and 

preventive care. Scenario 3

The response time of the ambulance 

services is less than 5 minutes. With 

India's premiere health service - Christian 

Medical College Hospital; the city caters 

to at least 1 lakh medical tourists every 

year. The city has an overall 175 

healthcare services and is in easy reach to 

citizens in less than 1 km reach from any 

point of the city

Source: City Development Plan for 

Expanded Vellore Municipal Corporation, 

June 2013 and

Primary Interaction with City Health 

Officer Scenario 4

Integrated healthcare monitoring 

systems should be in place that 

tracks citizen's health records and 

predicts potential disease and 

develops response systems and 

preventive care

6 Mixed use

A Smart City has different kinds of 

land uses in the same places; such as 

offices, housing, and shops, 

clustered together. (Guidelines 3.1.2 

and 3.1.2)

The city has mostly separated 

uses and areas are focused 

either on residential, 

commercial, or industrial, with 

little coexistence of uses. The 

average resident cannot walk 

to the closest market or shops 

near his or her home. For 

almost everyone, going to 

work or going shopping for 

basic needs requires a journey 

by automobile or bus of more 

than 15 minutes. Land use 

regulations prevent putting 

commercial or office locations 

in residential neighbourhoods 

and vice versa.

In some parts of the city , there is 

a mixture of land uses that would 

allow someone to live, work, and 

shop in close proximity. However, 

in most areas, there are only 

small retail stores with basic 

supplies near housing. Most 

residents must drive or use public 

transportation to access a shop 

for food and basic daily needs. 

Land use rules support 

segregating housing, retail, and 

office uses, but exceptions are 

made when requested

Most parts of the city have 

housing, retail, and office 

buildings in close proximity. 

Some neighbourhoods have 

light industrial uses within 

them (e.g., auto repair, 

craft production). Land use 

rules allow for mixed uses.

Every part of the city has a mix of 

uses. Everyone lives within a 15-

minute trip of office buildings, 

markets and shops, and even some 

industrial uses. Land use rules 

require or encourage developers 

to incorporate a mixture of uses in 

their projects. Scenario 3

On an average the number of households 

per ward in Vellore is 1874.15. However, 

some of the highly densed commercial 

zones have showcased increase in density 

of households; For ex: Ward 26 (CMC) - 

2724, Ward 04(VIT) - 1759.5, Ward 48( 

Golden Temple) - 2140.5.

Source: Ward Wise Population Data, 

Vellore City Municipal Corporation Scenario 4

A clear set of DCRs to guide land 

use pattern with strong 

preference for mixed use and ease 

of access to office buildings and 

markets will be establsihed

A clear set of DCRs to guide land 

A Smart City encourages 

development to be compact and 

The city is expanding rapidly at 

its periphery into undeveloped 

land, rural or natural areas, or 

along industrial corridors - 

both formally and informally. 

Formal new development is 

occurring in a way that is 

"sprawling," meaning that the 

buildings spread across a wide 

area and are far from one 

another. Residents or tenants 

find it easier or safer to travel 

by automobile because it takes 

a long time to walk between 

destinations and there are 

busy roads separating 

buildings. Large pockets of land 

in the inner-city are vacant. 

The city has one or two high 

density areas - such as the city 

centre, or historic areas, where 

buildings are concentrated 

together and where people can 

walk easily from building to 

building and feel as though they 

are in centre of activity. Most of 

the city consists of areas where 

buildings are spread out and 

difficult to walk between, 

sometimes with low-density per 

hectare. Regulations tend to 

favour buildings that are 

separated from one another, 

with lots of parking at the base 

and set-back from the streets. 

The city likely has some pockets 

of underutilized land in the 

The city has multiple high 

density clusters that are 

easy to walk around where 

buildings are close 

together. However, the city 

actively encourages 

development to occur on 

under-utilized parcels of 

land into high-density, 

walkable areas. When new 

formal large-scale 

development projects 

happen at the periphery, 

they are encouraged to be 

dense and compact, with 

buildings that are close 

together and line the 

streets. The city actively 

The city is highly compact and 

dense, making the most of land 

within the city. Buildings are 

clustered together, forming 

walkable and inviting activity 

centres and neighbourhoods. 

Regulations encourage or 

incentivize re-development of 

underutilized land parcels in the 

city centre. Buildings are oriented 

to the street - - and parking is kept 

to a minimum, located below 



S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

8

Public open 

spaces

A Smart City has sufficient and 

usable public open spaces, many of 

which are green, that promote 

exercise and outdoor recreation for 

all age groups. Public open spaces of 

a range of sizes are dispersed 

throughout the City so all citizens 

can have access. (Guidelines 3.1.4 & 

6.2)

The city has very few usable 

public open spaces and very 

few usable green spaces. 

Available recreational spaces 

are located far away and are 

dispersed at long distances 

around the city. The few 

available public open spaces 

offer a limited variety of 

experiences for all sections of 

population and age groups 

such as places for sport, places 

for rest, and places for play.

A variety of public open spaces 

are available in some 

neighbourhoods, but are not 

available in all the areas of the 

city or are located far away from 

residential areas Many of the 

open spaces have access 

restrictions, or are not well-

maintained. A variety of types of 

public open spaces may be 

lacking, such as natural areas, 

green areas, parks, plazas, or 

recreation areas.

Most areas of the city have 

some sort of public open 

space. There is some 

variety in the types of 

public spaces in the city. 

However, public spaces are 

sometimes not within easy 

reach or access of more 

vulnerable populations and 

are more restricted in 

poorer neighbourhoods.

Public open spaces are well 

dispersed throughout the city. 

Every residential area and work 

space has access to open space 

within 10 minutes walking 

distance. Open spaces are of 

various types - natural, green, 

plazas, parks, or recreation areas - 

which serve various sections of 

people. Public spaces tend to truly 

reflect the natural and cultural 

identity of the city. Scenario 2

The city has 102 open spaces earmarked 

for park development, however most of 

these location lack green cover today. 

Open space availability in the city is 0.95 

Sq.m/person and open space availability 

in built up area is 1.20 Sq.m/person 

against benchmark of 10-12 sq. m per 

person and 2 sq.-m per person 

respectively. 

Source: Atal Mission for Urban 

Rejuvenation (AMRUT) - SLIP, Vellore, 

November 2015 Scenario 4

The city should move towards 

CITY FOREST model promoting 

dense green cover areas in the 

city. Also, parks and playgrounds 

to be created in every locality to 

serve various sections of society 

such that adequate public space is 

created to encourage space for 

social interractions in the city

9

Housing and 

inclusiveness

A Smart City has sufficient housing 

for all income groups and promotes 

integration among social groups. 

(Guidelines 3.1.2)

Housing is very limited and 

highly segregated across 

income levels. Population 

growth far exceeds the 

creation of new housing. The 

poor live in informal 

settlements with limited to no 

access to basic services, and 

are concentrated in a few 

areas. The wealthy live in 

separate enclaves. Those in the 

middle have few , if any 

options

Housing is available at most 

income levels but is highly 

segregated across income levels. 

Population growth slightly 

exceeds the creation of new 

housing. The wealthy and the 

middle class have housing that 

meets their needs at costs 

appropriate to their income. The 

poor live in informal settlements.

Housing is available at all 

income levels, but is 

segregated across income 

levels. The growth of supply 

of housing almost meets 

the rate of population 

growth. Increasingly, lower 

and middle-income people 

can find housing in areas 

that are conveniently 

located.

A wide range of a housing is 

available at all cost levels. The 

supply of housing is growing at 

pace with population. Affordable, 

moderate, and luxury housing are 

found clustered together in many 

areas of the city Scenario 2

Vellore corporation is part of the 

Integrated Slum Development 

Programme. 513 houses have been 

identified in the first phase with a total 

investment of INR 1093 lakhs. Over 112 

houses have been developed (21.38%) 

with an average plinth area of 28 sqm

Source: Vellore City Municipal 

Corporation, Progress Report - October 

2015 Scenario 3

The city should develop new land 

parcels to ensure adequate supply 

of housing for different income 

classes. Programmes for in-situ 

development of low cots housing 

facilities  through convergence 

with RAY and IHSDP schemes is 

already underway

10 Transport

A Smart City does not require an 

automobile to get around; distances 

are short, buildings are accessible 

from the sidewalk, and transit 

options are plentiful and attractive 

to people of all income levels. 

(Guidelines 3.1.5 & 6.2)

Personal automobile centric 

city with very few modal 

options. Long trip lengths for 

daily commute to work and 

education. Accessing various 

areas by walking or cycling is 

difficult. Women and 

vulnerable sections find it very 

difficult to move independently 

in the city. There is limited 

public transport. Vehicles 

cause high air and noise 

pollution levels in the city. 

Vehicles dominate public 

spaces and affect their 

effective functioning.

The street network system is 

elaborate but public transport 

choices are restricted. Public 

transport can be too expensive or 

unaffordable for the poor. 

Pedestrian infrastructure is only 

available in select areas. That 

majority of investments focus on 

reducing traffic congestion 

through the creation of more 

roads

Network of streets are fairly 

complete. Public transport 

covers most areas of the 

city. However last mile 

connectivity remains 

incomplete and affects 

transport options. Foot 

paths are accessible in most 

areas, whereas concerns of 

safe crossings and security 

throughout the day remain. 

Parking zones are 

demarcated but absence of 

pricing increases over 

utilization of parking lots.

Street network is complete and 

follows a clear structure. Public 

transportation network covers the 

entire city and intensity of 

connection relates with the 

demand. Plenty of options of 

public transport are available and 

affordable for all sections of the 

society. There is multi-modal 

integration at all mass transit 

stations and organized-priced on 

street and off street parking. 

Walking and cycling is prevalent Scenario 2

Intra-city mobility is facilitated by Key 

Arterial roads in the city and are highly 

congested with an average peak-hour 

waiting time of 12 minutes. The city has 

2381 autos per 1 lakh population; one of 

the highest auto to person ratio in India. 

The comprehensive city mobility plan 

states that about 70% of citizens have 

high preference for private vehicles. Close 

to 30% of inner street networks are about 

3m wide thus making it hard to 

implement large feeder systems.

Source: Comprehensive Mobility Plan 

(CMP) for Vellore Local Planning Area, 

July 2014 Scenario 4

The Smart city plan has a special 

focus on catalysing a modal shift 

from private to public 

transportation modes with 

assured last mile connectivity, 

open data platforms on availability 

of next bus service in every locality 

and lesser commutation time 

across the city. The city should 

also ease mobility within the city 

for floating population by ensuring 

multi-lingual display boards in bus 

fleet and public information 

display boards

Scenario 3

A clear set of DCRs to guide land 

use pattern along with a strong 

emaphsis on development of 

settlements based on the 

principles of TOD around the 

rimary and secondary 

development corridors is critical.7 Compact

development to be compact and 

dense, where buildings are located 

close to one another and are ideally 

within a 10-minute walk of public 

transportation, forming 

concentrated neighbourhoods. 

(Guidelines 2.3 and 5.2)

in the inner-city are vacant. 

New developments at the 

periphery tend to be large-

scale residential 

developments, often enclosed 

with a gate and oriented to the 

automobile.

of underutilized land in the 

centre. New formal 

developments at the periphery 

tend to be large-scale residential 

developments, often enclosed 

with a gate and oriented to the 

automobile.

streets. The city actively 

encourages or incentivizes 

re-development of 

underutilized parcels in the 

inner-city, especially those 

located close to public 

transportation.

to a minimum, located below 

ground or at the back of buildings. 

Public transport and walking 

connects residences to most jobs 

and amenities. Residential density 

is at an optimal with affordable 

housing available in most areas. Scenario 2

The Current FSI is around 1.5 and the 

density of settlement around the primary 

development corriodor is low ( Bangalore 

Chennai National Highway) and 

characterless.



S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

11 Walkable

A Smart City’s roads are designed 

equally for pedestrians, cyclists and 

vehicles; and road safety and 

sidewalks are paramount to street 

design. Traffic signals are sufficient 

and traffic rules are enforced. Shops, 

restaurants, building entrances and 

trees line the sidewalk to encourage 

walking and there is ample lighting 

so the pedestrian feels safe day and 

night. (Guidelines 3.1.3 & 6.2)

The city is designed mainly for 

the automobile. Daily life 

without a car requires long bus 

rides. Walking is difficult and 

often dangerous; there are few 

pavements, existing 

pavements need repair and 

lack trees to provide shade for 

pedestrians, and marked 

pedestrian crossings are rare. 

New buildings have their main 

entrances set-back from the 

street, sometimes with large 

driveways or parking lots 

separating them from the 

street, and sometimes are  

enclosed by gates. Traffic 

signals are often disobeyed

Older areas of the city see a mix 

of pedestrians, cyclists, and 

vehicles but newer areas are 

focused mainly on the 

automobile. In the new areas, 

there are few pavements and 

main entrances to new buildings 

are not accessible from the front 

of the street. large driveways or 

parking lots often separating 

them from the street, and 

sometimes are  enclosed by 

gates. In these areas, traffic 

signals are disobeyed

The city has a good network 

of pavements and bike 

lanes. Buildings in most 

areas of the city are easily 

accessible from the 

pavement. However, traffic 

signals are sometimes 

disobeyed and it can feel 

difficult to cross the street.

The city is highly walkable. 

Pavements exist on every street 

and are maintained. Trees line 

many sidewalks to provide shade 

for pedestrians. Buildings in most 

areas of the city are easily 

accessible from the sidewalk. 

Traffic signals control the flow of 

automobiles and are enforced. A 

network of bike lanes exists to 

promote cycling as a means of 

transport. Traffic rules are 

followed and enforced with great 

seriousness. Scenario 1

Less than 2% of the streets are covered 

with foot paths.

Source: Comprehensive Mobility Plan 

(CMP) for Vellore Local Planning Area, 

July 2014

&

Atal Mission for Urban Rejuvenation 

(AMRUT) - SLIP, Vellore, November 2015 Scenario 3

The plans seeks to create over 20 

kms of walking & cycling lanes that 

are interconnected and the cycle 

sharing units which have facilities 

like water dispensaries and 

connectivity

12 IT connectivity

A Smart City has a robust internet 

network allowing high-speed 

connections to all offices and 

dwellings as desired. (Guideline 6.2)

City has no major plans to 

bring increased high speed 

internet connectivity to the 

public.

The city has made plans to 

provide high speed internet 

connectivity through the existing 

framework.

The city makes has high 

speed internet connectivity 

available in most parts of 

the city.

The city offers free Wi-Fi services 

to provide opportunity for all the 

citizens to connect with high speed 

internet across the city. Scenario 2

All the BSNL connectivity plans that are 

available at the state capital are available 

in Vellore. 

Source: Primary Interaction with General 

Manager, BSNL Scenario 4

The city offers free Wi-Fi services 

to provide opportunity for all the 

citizens to connect with high 

speed internet across the city.

13

Intelligent 

government 

services

A Smart City enables easy interaction 

(including through online and 

telephone services) with its citizens, 

eliminating delays and frustrations in 

interactions with government. 

(Guidelines 2.4.7 & 3.1.6 & 5.1.4 & 

6.2)

Essential Government services 

are not linked with online 

platforms. Paper intensive 

interactions with the local 

Government continues. 

Receiving services and 

response to citizen complaints 

take a long time. There is 

limited availability of data to 

monitor service delivery

Some of the public services are 

provided online and 

infrastructure for total 

digitalization is not in place. 

Service delays occur regularly in 

some sectors. Responses to 

citizen inquiries or complaints are 

often delayed. No integration 

between services and billing.

Most of the services are 

provided online and offline. 

Data transparency helps 

monitoring systems and 

processes to better 

coordinate between various 

Government agencies are 

being developed.

All major services are provided 

through online and offline 

platforms. Citizens and officials can 

access information on accounting 

and monitor status of projects and 

programs through data available 

on online system. Robust data 

infrastructure system shares 

information and enhances internal 

governmental coordination. Scenario 2

The corporation is working on 

implementing about 29 E-governance 

modules. While Birth and death certificate 

accessibility is already available online, 

others are either in the testing phase or to 

be developed. All the 29 modules are 

expected to be completed by June 2016.

Source: Primary interaction with the 

Commissioner of Vellore City Municipal 

Corporation Scenario 4

The city moves towards 100% E-

Governance services with efficient 

ICT monitoring and citizen 

feedback systems and all the 

individual departments interract 

with each other to improve overall 

urban governance

14 Energy supply

A Smart City has reliable, 24/7 

electricity supply with no delays in 

requested hookups. (Guideline 2.4)

There is only intermittent 

electricity supply with regular 

power shedding. Many 

residents have to plan their 

days around when power is 

available.

Electricity supply and loads are 

managed as per demand and 

priority for various functions with 

clear scheduling, with electricity 

being available in many areas for 

most hours of the day.

Electricity is available in 

most parts of the city for 

most hours of the day but 

some areas are not so well-

served. Smart metering 

exists in some parts of the 

city but not all.

Electricity is available 24 x 7 in all 

parts of the city with smart 

metering linked to online 

platforms for monitoring and 

transparency. Scenario 2

Electricity supply is managed as per the 

demand. There are 8 scheduled outages 

and 18 unscheduled outages per month.

Source: Letter from Superintending 

Engineer, Vellore Electricity Distribution 

Circle - November 2015 Scenario 4

Electricity is available 24 x 7 in all 

parts of the city with smart 

metering linked to online 

platforms for monitoring and 

transparency.

15 Energy source

A Smart City has at least 10% of its 

electricity generated by renewables. 

(Guideline 6.2)

The city does not have any 

renewable sources of energy 

and there is no commitment to 

promote this for the 

foreseeable future.

The city is preparing plans for 

ensuring that it gets more energy 

from renewable sources and is in 

the process of making 

commitments in this regard.

Some energy consumed is 

the city is produced 

through renewable sources. 

There are long term targets 

for higher renewable 

energy capacities and the 

city is making plans to 

achieve these

At least 10% of the energy used in 

the city is generated through 

renewable sources. The city is 

undertaking long-term strategic 

projects to tap renewable sources 

of energy in its region/beyond to 

increase the percentage of 

renewable energy sources. Scenario 1

Approximately 75 kW of electricity is 

generated through the solar panels from 

the government buildings. Roof-top solar 

panels on Government building is only 

available on 5 of the 10 Amma canteens.

Source: Primary interaction with the 

Commissioner of Vellore City Municipal 

Corporation Scenario 4

The city develops a 

comprehensive  ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY policy and encourages 

its commercial establishments to 

move towards 100% rooftop solar 

systems



S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

16 Water supply

A Smart City has a reliable, 24/7 

supply of water that meets national 

and global health standards. 

(Guidelines 2.4 & 6.2)

The city has a poor water 

supply system with limited 

water availability. There are no 

clear targets to achieve higher 

quality and optimal quantity 

standards. Unaccounted water 

loss is above 40%

The city has intermittent water 

supply and availability. However 

it is setting targets and processes 

in place to try to improve its 

water supply. Unaccounted water 

loss is less than 30%.

The city has 24 x 7 water 

supply in most areas but 

the quality of water does 

not meet international 

health standards. 

Unaccounted water loss is 

less than 20%.

The city has 24 x 7 treated water 

supply which follows national and 

global standards and also available 

in sufficient quantity and 

affordable across all sections of the 

society. Unaccounted loss less than 

15%. Scenario 2

The combined water scheme has helped 

the city deliver water at a frequency of 2 

days cycle from an earlier 5-9 day cycle. 

Only 51% of the allocated funds have 

been put to use and the city envisages to 

reach the National Standards of water 

supply per capita (135 LPCD) & NRW 

(15%) by FY2019

Source: Atal Mission for Urban 

Rejuvenation (AMRUT) - SLIP, Vellore, 

November 2015 Scenario 4

The City delivers 135 LPCD of 

water to its citizens with 100% of 

the water being tested to meet 

national standards in all times of 

the day

17

Water 

management

A Smart City has advanced water 

management programs, including

wastewater recycling, smart meters, 

rainwater harvesting, and green

infrastructure to manage storm 

water runoff. (Guideline 6.2)

The city does not measure all 

its supply. It does not recycle 

waste water to meet its 

requirements and rain water 

harvesting is not prevalent. 

Flooding often occurs due to 

storm water run-off.

The city has meters for all its 

water supply but lacks 

mechanisms to monitor. Water 

wastage is very high. Some, but 

not much, rainwater harvesting 

exists.

The has meters for all its 

water supply with some 

smart mechanisms to 

monitor. Rainwater 

harvesting systems are 

installed and storm water is 

collected and stored in 

water bodies. However, 

recycling of waste water 

and reusage of storm water 

is limited.

The city has meters for all its water 

supply. It includes smart 

mechanisms to monitor remotely. 

Rainwater harvesting systems are 

installed and utilised through the 

city and storm water is collected 

and stored in water bodies and 

treated for usage. Recycled waste 

water is supplied for secondary 

uses. Scenario 1

The city does not meter water 

consumption patterns at the delivery 

level. The City has invested on 

construction of 10.28 MLD capacity of STP 

however is likely to begin its operations 

from FY2016-17. Presently, the city does 

not recycle its wastewater. The City has 

invested on construction of 10.28 MLD 

capacity of STP however is likely to begin 

its operations from FY2016-17. 

Source: Atal Mission for Urban 

Rejuvenation (AMRUT) - SLIP, Vellore, 

November 2015 Scenario 4

The city ensures to monitor water 

consumption patterns of all its 

connections; ensures 100% rain 

water harvesting in all new 

developments in the city and 

predicts flooding in areas/parts of 

the ciity due to blockages in storm 

water drains in the city

18

Waste water 

management

A smart city treats all of its sewerage 

to prevent the polluting of water 

bodies and aquifers. (Guideline 2.4)

The city is unable to treat all its 

sewage. Many local sewer lines 

open on to water bodies and 

open ground and pollute the 

environment

Most waste water is collected 

and treated before  disposal. 

However the treated water does 

not meet standards and is not 

recycled for secondary uses.

All the waste water is 

collected and treated 

before  disposal. It is also 

treated to a high standard 

and some is recycled.

The city has zero waste water 

because all the waste water is 

collected, treated and recycled. It 

meets standards an reduces the 

need for fresh water. Scenario 1

The current UGSS proposal covers 5.75 sq 

km of the total 87.915 sq km. The omitted 

areas are to be covered in phase 2. A total 

of 60.76 km in road is covered out of the 

649.69 km.

Source: Consultancy Report for 

Underground Sewerage System Scenario 4

The city ensures 100% recycling of 

all wastewater generated in the 

city and takes initiative to reuse at 

least 10% of recycled wastewater 

19 Air quality

A Smart City has air quality that 

always meets international safety

standards. (Guideline 2.4.8)

City does not have plans, 

policies or programs to 

improve the air quality. 

Systems to monitor air quality 

are absent.

City has programs and projects to 

monitor air quality and 

spatializing the data to ascertain 

reasons for degrees of pollution 

in the air. A few strategies to 

decrease air pollution have been 

implemented.

City has programs and 

projects to monitor air 

quality and spatializing the 

data to ascertain reasons 

for degrees of pollution in 

the air. Pollution levels are 

acceptable.

The city has clean air by 

international standards. Live Air 

quality monitoring cover the entire 

city and data of air quality are 

mapped. Scenario 1

The city has not yet planned for air quality 

monitoring in its boundary Scenario 3

Smart city plan proposes installing  

real-time monitoring of air quality 

in the city and disseminates real-

time data through Mobile App + 

web based air quality monitoring 

systems

20 Energy efficiency

A Smart City promotes state-of-the-

art energy efficiency practices in

buildings, street lights, and transit 

systems. (Guideline 6.2)

City has no programs or 

controls or incentive 

mechanisms to promote or 

support energy efficiency in 

buildings

The city promotes energy 

efficiency and some new 

buildings install energy efficiency 

systems that track and monitor 

energy use and savings.

Most new public buildings 

install energy efficiency 

systems and some older 

buildings are also 

retrofitted to be more 

energy efficient. Local 

government conducts 

counselling and outreach 

with developer, businesses 

and residents to adopt 

energy efficiency strategies

All the existing old and new public 

buildings employ energy efficiency 

principles in development and 

operation and apply for energy 

rating by national and international 

forums. Many non-public buildings 

are also energy efficient because 

the government promotes energy 

efficiency through incentives and 

regulations. Scenario 1

AT&C losses reductions programs are 

being carried out under R-APDRP Scheme. 

Substation improvements, energy 

accounting, replacement of 96542 energy 

meters to static meters.

Source: Letter from Superintending 

Engineer, Vellore Electricity Distribution 

Circle - November 2015 Scenario 3

The City develops ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY policy and encourages 

all its existing and new built 

environment to move towards 

energy efficiency principles with 

adequate incentive structures



S.No Standard Definition Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Self 

Assessment(

where we 

are) KPI Projection 

Input or initiative that moulds the 

city to achieve advanced status

21

Underground 

electric wiring

A Smart City has an underground 

electric wiring system to reduce 

blackouts

due to storms and eliminate 

unsightliness. (Guideline 6.2)

City does not have plans for 

underground electric wiring 

system.

More than 40% of the city has 

underground electric wiring 

system.

More than 75% of the city 

has underground electric 

wiring system.

More than 90% of the city has 

underground electric wiring 

system. Scenario 1

The city is predominantly dependent on 

overhead cabling and has 0% coverage of 

underground wiring in the city. Also, the 

city has no plans for development of 

underground cabling in the city as on Nov, 

2015

Source: Letter from Superintending 

Engineer, Vellore Electricity Distribution 

Circle - November 2015 Scenario 3

The city envisages to etsbalish 

undergroudn cabling in the 

delineated area and create a 

model that may be replicated in 

other parts

22 Sanitation

A Smart City has no open defecation, 

and a full supply of toilets based on

the population. (Guidelines 2.4.3 & 

6.2)

Many parts of the city do not 

have access to sanitation 

infrastructure and facilities.

Sanitation facilities are available 

to 70% of the city's population.

Sanitation facilities are 

available to 90% of the 

city's population

Sanitation facilities are available to 

100% of the city's population Scenario 3

Sanitation facilities are available to 99.5% 

of the city's population.

Source: Primary ineraction with City 

Health Officer Scenario 4

The city ensures that sanitation 

facilities are available to 100% of 

households wherever in-situ 

development is possible and will 

ensure community based models 

to congested areas devoid of 

sanitation facilities. The city also 

proposes to move towards ICT for 

reporting cleanliness of public & 

community toilets. In ASI 

restricted areas and mobile toilet 

facilities

23

Waste 

management

A Smart City has a waste 

management system that removes 

household and

commercial garbage, and disposes of 

it in an environmentally and

economically sound manner. 

(Guidelines 2.4.3 & 6.2)

Waste collection systems do 

not pick up waste on a 

frequent basis and waste often 

enters into water bodies.

Waste generated is usually 

collected but not segregated. 

Recycling is attempted by difficult 

to implement.

Waste is segregated, 

collected, recycled and 

disposed in an 

environmentally sound 

manner.

The city reduces land fill caused by 

waste so that it is minimal. All the 

solid waste generated is 

segregated at source and sent for 

recycling. Organic waste is sent for 

composting to be used for 

gardening in the city. Energy 

creation through waste is 

considered. Scenario 2

Day to day waste collection is done in 85% 

of the areas. But the collected waste is 

not segregated but dumped in the 

corporation dump yard. 300 tons of waste 

is produced on a daily basis. Decentralised 

segregation is practiced in 10 out of the 

60 wards.

Source: Primary ineraction with City 

Health Officer Scenario 4

The plan seeks to ensure  100% 

segregation of waste at source 

and encourage end-to-end 

monitoring solution for waste 

management systems in the city. 

The city should also ensure 100% 

recycle/reuse of potential waste 

generated in the city

24

Safety and 

security

A Smart City has high levels of public 

safety, especially focused on 

women,

children and the elderly; men and 

women of all ages feel safe on the 

streets

at all hours. (Guideline 6.2)

The city has low levels of public 

safety - most groups of 

residents feel insecure during 

most parts of the day in many 

parts of the city.

The city has medium levels of 

public safety - some more 

vulnerable groups feel insecure 

during some points of the day 

and in some parts of the city

The city has high levels of 

public safety - all citizens 

including women, children 

and the elderly feel secure 

in most parts of the city 

during most time in the 

day.

The city has very high levels of 

public safety - all residents feel 

safe in all parts of the city during 

all hours of the day. Scenario 3

Number of crime cases in the city is 4716. 

Vellore contributes to 2% of the state 

total and 0.3% of the national total. 

Source: Primary Interaction, District 

Superintendent of Police, Vellore Circle Scenario 4

The city has high levels of public 

safety - all citizens including 

women, children and the elderly 

feel secure in most parts of the 

city during most time in the day by 

provision emergency response 

systems. The city also ensures to 

reduce the incident response time 

to less than 1 minute.
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Meet and Greet 

ANNEXURE 3.1.B 

Direct Engagement with Citizens 

Direct Engagement Online Engagement Outreach 

Councilor headed group meetings 

Zone based citizen meet 

Hon'ble Mayor and the corporation team addressing Citizens and 
Media 

Auto Drivers 

Teachers and 
Educationists 

Bus Owners Association 
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Online Engagement with Citizens 

Photography Competition 

Logo Design Competition 
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Sl. No. Project and Key Activities Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

0 Preparatory Activities

0.1 RFP for preparation of detailed project report of all of the Smart City Project Components

0.2 DPR for Smart City Projects 

0.3 Review and approval of projects by HSPC

0.4 Recruitment of project management consultants 

0.5 Steps for Formation of City Level SPV, Operationalisation of HPSC, SCAF and IDTF

1 Development of City Information Center to promote City’s heritage 

1.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

1.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

1.3 Financial Closure

1.4 Construction/Procurement

a 3D wall mural paintings 

b Construction of theatre hall

c Development of restaurant outlets 

d Establishment of Disabled friendly information center

e Creation of information & travel desk

1.5 CoD

1.6 Operations & Maintenance

1.7 Project Monitoring 

2 Development of recreational facilities in Vellore Fort

2.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

2.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

2.3 Financial Closure

2.4 Construction/Procurement

a Creation of Audio-Visual content

b Desilting of Fort Moat & Storm Water Drainage Cleaning

c Refilling of Fort Moat with Water

d Procurement of Pedal Boats and other equipments

e Procurement of Mobile Water Dispensary and Installation

2.5 CoD

2.6 Operations & Maintenance

2.7 Project Monitoring 

3 Creating access to green cover in Sathuvachari Hills

3.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

3.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

3.2 Financial Closure

3.4 Construction/Procurement

a Creation of pathway for walking and cycling trail in the foothills 

b Development of disabled friendly smart toilets in the foothills 

c Creation of walking & hiking trail on sathuvachari hills

d Creation of sky-view observatory on top of sathuvachari hills 

3.5 CoD

3.6 Operations & Maintenance

3.7 Project Monitoring 

4 Children friendly park development - Science Park 

4.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

4.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

4.3 Financial Closure

4.4 Construction/Procurement

a Strengthen soil near the palar riverside and creation of pedestrian & cycling stretches around the proposed area

b Mobilization of sampling 

4.5 CoD

4.6 Operations & Maintenance

4.7 Project Monitoring 

5 Make-In-India Innovation and Incubation Center

5.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

5.2 Designation of land by VCMC to be developed as office space with lab and necessary facilities

5.3 Tie up with Industry and Engagement of Experts

5.4 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

5.5 Financial Closure

5.6 Construction/Procurement

a Construction of the Incubation Centre Building

b Setting up of Incubation Lab 

5.7 CoD

5.8 Operations & Maintenance

5.9 Project Monitoring 

6 Redevelopment of old bypass road to commercial zone with mixed land use

6.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

6.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

6.3 Financial Closure

6.4 Construction/Procurement

a Relocation of garage center to State Government’s land in National Highway

b Develop Hi-Tech garage center

6.5 CoD

6.6 Operations & Maintenance

6.7 Project Monitoring 

7 Smart Parking Lot

7.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

7.2 Establishing agreement between Smart City SPV and private owners on revenue sharing model

7.3 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

7.4 Financial Closure

7.5 Construction/Procurement

a Construction of Smart Parking Lot

7.6 CoD

7.7 Operations & Maintenance

7.8 Project Monitoring 

8 Promotion of Non-motorized transportation in the city

8.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

8.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

8.3 Financial Closure

8.4 Construction/Procurement

a Construction of Pedestrian Pathways

b Development of Exclusive Cycle Tracks

c Procurement of Cycles

d Construction of Staircase to NH Flyover

8.5 CoD

8.6 Operations & Maintenance

8.7 Project Monitoring 

2020-21

Annexure 3.6: Implemenation Plan
2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20



9 Sensor Based Accident Prevention System

9.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

9.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

9.3 Financial Closure

9.4 Construction/Procurement

a Procurement of sensors and alarm systems

b Capacity building activities across the proposed area

9.5 CoD

9.6 Operations & Maintenance

9.7 Project Monitoring 

10 Express Emergency Response Systems

10.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

10.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

10.3 Financial Closure

10.4 Construction/Procurement

a Development of the central infrastructure including emergency response mobile application

b Procurement of handheld mobile devices 

10.5 CoD

10.6 Operations & Maintenance

10.7 Project Monitoring 

11 Low cost overflow prediction of underground sewer lines

11.1 Network analysis and identification of critical points in the proposed area

11.2 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

11.3 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

11.4 Financial Closure

11.5 Construction/Procurement

a Procurement and installation of sensors

b CoD

11.6 Operations & Maintenance

11.7 Project Monitoring:  Continuous monitoring and analysis of data

12 Septage Management

12.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

12.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

12.3 Financial Closure

12.4 Construction/Procurement

a Capacity building and empanelment of Masons/ Mason SHGs

b Preparation of Septage Management Database

c Construction of STP with Decanting Facility

d Procurement of Desludging Vehicles

e Procurement of Water Tankers

f Installation of ICT Systems

12.5 CoD

12.6 Operations & Maintenance

12.7 Project Monitoring 

13 Water Supply & distribution Systems

13.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

13.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

13.3 Financial Closure

13.4 Construction/Procurement

a Creation of Baseline for Mis-call based Messaging System

b Procurement and Installation of water quality monitoring system

c Procurement of Vehicle based data collection systems from Smart Meters

d Procurement and Installation of Smart Meters

e Establishment of Kiosks and putting in place system for online payment gateway for water tax payments

13.5 CoD

13.6 Operations & Maintenance

13.7 Project Monitoring 

14 Strom Water Drains

14.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

14.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

14.3 Financial Closure

14.4 Construction/Procurement

a 100% completion of SWD Systems

b Procurement and installation of water levels in strom water drains

c Development of central infrastructure with decision support systems

14.5 CoD

14.6 Operations & Maintenance

14.7 Project Monitoring 

15 Public Toilets

15.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

15.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

15.3 Financial Closure

15.4 Construction/Procurement

a Development of e-toilets with ICT systems

b Retrofitting of Existing Toilets with ICT systems

15.5 CoD

15.6 Operations & Maintenance

15.7 Project Monitoring 

16 Electricity & energy efficiency

16.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

16.2 Passing Council Resolution on City’s Enregy Efficiency Policy

16.3 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

16.4 Financial Closure

16.5 Construction/Procurement

a Procurement and installation of smart electricity meters

b Procurement and laying under ground cabling

c Procurement and installation of kiosks and creation of online payment gateways

16.6 CoD

16.7 Operations & Maintenance

16.8 Project Monitoring 

17 Street Lights

17.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

17.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

17.3 Financial Closure

17.4 Construction/Procurement

a Installation of LED Street Lights

b Development of Web based monitoring system

17.5 CoD

17.6 Operations & Maintenance

17.7 Project Monitoring 



18 Signage Boards

18.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

18.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

18.3 Financial Closure

18.4 Construction/Procurement

a Erection of poles for signages

b Installation of locality maps in pedestrian friendly signage units 

c Installation of road names and directional signages in every junction

18.5 CoD

18.6 Operations & Maintenance

18.7 Project Monitoring 

19 SWM collection, recycling and recovery facilities

19.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

19.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

19.3 Financial Closure

19.4 Construction/Procurement

a Procurement and installation of recycling and recovery system machinery

19.5 CoD

19.6 Operations & Maintenance

19.7 Project Monitoring 

20 Tertiary treatment plant and recycled water distribution

20.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

20.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

20.3 Financial Closure

20.4 Construction/Procurement

a Construction of tertiary treatment plants and dual plumbing pipelines for government buildings

20.5 CoD

20.6 Operations & Maintenance

20.7 Project Monitoring 

21 Wi-Fi Zones

21.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

21.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

21.3 Financial Closure

21.4 Construction/Procurement

a Development of high powered wi-fi towers across the proposed area

21.5 CoD

21.6 Operations & Maintenance

21.7 Project Monitoring 

22 Pan City Initiative: Transportation

22.1 Decongestion of traffic & Improvement in last mile connectivity in the city

22.1.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

22.1.2 Implementation of traffic inflow regulations to the city

22.1.3 Implementation of real estate policy for Vellore Corporation

22.1.4 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

22.1.5 Financial Closure

22.1.6 Construction/Procurement

22.1.7 Procurement of 120 new intra-city disabled friendly buses 

22.1.8 Procurement of 400 auto rickshaw feeder systems 

22.2 Intelligent Public Transport Systems & Traffic 

22.2.1 Procurement and Installation of GPS devices in buses and feeder systems

22.2.2 Establish central infrastructure for real-time data collection

22.2.3 Creation of online and mobile apps for vehicular tracking systems

22.2.4 Procurement of display boards including 80 units for existing intra-city buses

22.2.5 Establishing CCTV cameras in major junctions of the city and a central traffic modelling center

22.3 Public Information Systems

22.3.1 Procurement and installation of electronic display boards and kiosks

22.3.2 Establishment of central infrastructure to enable two way communications

22.3.3 Development of mobile apps for citizens and tourists

22.4 CoD

22.5 Operations & Maintenance

22.6 Project Monitoring 

23 Pan City Initiative: Solid Waste Management

23.1 ICT enabled Integrated Waste Management systems

23.2 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

23.3 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

23.4 Financial Closure

23.5 Construction/Procurement

a Development of mobile apps and end-end solution for integrated waste management systems

b Establishment of central infrastructure for data collection systems

c Procurement of GIS enabled refuse collection vehicle with mounted Mobile devices

d Handheld mobile devices for M&E cell in every decentralized waste collection centres & Ward-wise nodal officers

23.6 CoD

23.7 Operations & Maintenance

23.8 Project Monitoring 

24 Setting up of a Research and Monitoring Facility and providing advisory support to Smart City SPV through Big Data

24.1 Finalisation of Project Scope and Structure

24.2 Selection of Implementation Agency (Partner)

24.3 Financial Closure

24.4 Construction/Procurement

a Setting up of research and monitoring cell in VIT university

24.5 CoD

24.6 Operations & Maintenance

24.7 Project Monitoring 



Smart Cities Other Grants PPP / CSR

Smart Meters                 15.43 0.00 15.43                 

Vehicle based data collection system                   0.50 2.76 0.50                   

Kiosks in Corporation & Zonal office - for payment                   0.40 0.74 0.40                   

Real-time Water Quality Monitoring                   2.50 9.20 2.50                   

SCADA based water resources management solution                   8.90 16.37 8.90                   

Missed call based water supply distribution timing identification 

systems                   0.11 0.00 0.11                   

Rehabilitation of Transmission & Distribution Network (12Km of 

Transmission network and 80 Km of distribution network)                 23.47 25.90 23.47                 

Improvement in Water Supply distribution systems                 50.00 0.00 50.00                 

Water Augmentation                 38.51 0.00 38.51                 

Closure of open SWD in the City                 18.00 19.86 18.00                 

RCC lining work for carrying water through channel to palar river                 62.50 68.97 62.50                 

ICT to analyze water flow levels in SWD and DSS for otteri reservoir 

on water discharge                   0.60 0.66 0.60                   

Road cleaning machines                   2.50 4.60 2.50                   

MRF (100 Ton/Day capacity to meet city needs)                 78.31 144.03 78.31                 

Pyrolysis Plant (48 Ton/Day capacity to meet city needs)                   4.00 7.36 4.00                   

Decentralized Waste Management                 20.72 0.00 20.72                 

ICT for detection of early signs of sewer system overflows                   0.48 1.77 0.48                   

Teritiary treatment plant for wastewater (7.71 MLD) including UGSR 

(2.6 MLD)                 21.58 23.81 21.58                 

Dual plumbing system for distribution of recycled wastewater in the 

city                   5.20 2.87 5.20                   

Purchase of vehicles                   1.26 2.32 1.26                   

Decanting Facility in STP/Pumping stations                   0.40 0.44 0.40                   

Creation of Database for septage management                   0.21 0.00 0.21                   

Pipeline to discharge recycled wastewater at velavadi Eri / 

Firestation recharge points                   4.00 4.41 4.00                   

Construction of smart public toilet units in bus stops                   1.00 3.68 1.00                   

Retrofitting/Upgrading existing public toilets                   0.63 2.30 0.63                   

ICT for reporting cleanliness of public toilets                   0.11 0.12 0.11                   

Annexure 3.7: Financials

1

2

Improved 

Sanitation 

Services

Area Based Development - Projects

Public Toilets

Public Toilets

Funding Source
O&M (20 Yrs)S.No Categories Sectors Detailed Components

Water Supply

Septage 

Management

SWD

Water Supply & 

Strom Water 

Drain

Capital Cost

Solid Waste 

Management

Sewerage & 

Treatment



Smart Cities Other Grants PPP / CSR

Funding Source
O&M (20 Yrs)S.No Categories Sectors Detailed Components Capital Cost

Mobile Truck based toilets for tourists in key location of the city                   5.00 27.59 5.00                   

ICT for monitoring waterlevel in toilets + auto alert system for water 

refiling                   1.40 1.54 1.40                   

Community Toilets                   1.33 0.00 1.33                   

Smart Meters                 12.34 0.00 12.34                 

Kiosks in EB office - for ease of payment                   0.10 0.18 0.10                   

Solar Roof Top               112.50 206.92 112.50              

Underground cabling                 28.00 30.90 28.00                 

New Street lights poles in parks, hill ridge and hiking trails                   1.05 1.93 1.05                   

Solar Street lights                   1.05 1.93 1.05                   

Web based switch - ON & Off + Current flow based operational 

status monitoring systems for street lights                   3.08 3.40 3.08                   

LED Street lights with O&M                   0.68 0.00 0.68                   

Ducting Ducting for cables and pipelines                 16.00 17.66 16.00                 

Physical signage board in every junction to promote ease of 

transportation in the city (Above the ground)                   0.28 0.31 0.28                   

Neighbourhood / locality map with important landmarks in every 

junction - to encourage pedestrians (on the ground)                   0.60 0.66 0.60                   

Tourism Development                   2.50 0.00 2.50                   

Pavement and Cycling Tracks                   2.80 3.09 2.80                   

Roads                 12.00 13.24 12.00                 

Pavement                 12.48 13.77 12.48                 

Construction of Flyovers               110.00 0.00 110.00               

Benches in parks, hill ridge and key areas                   3.00 5.52 3.00                   

Automatic packaged ISO certified water packet dispensery outlets                   1.25 2.30 1.25                   

2 Stairs to Highway bridge from City shoulder road - Scenic View of 

the Entire City                   0.70 1.29 0.70                   

Development of Palar Riverfront road amenable for pedestrians & 

Bycling                   1.35 1.49 1.35                   

Construction of exclusive walking & Bycling trail in the hill ridge                   1.80 1.99 1.80                   

Development of hiking trail path to Sky Observatory                   0.80 0.88 0.80                   

Creation of bi-cycle parking slot in Fort                   0.30 1.10 0.30                   

Procurement of Bycycles                   2.00 3.68 2.00                   

Electricity, Street 

Lights and 

Improved 

Distribution 

Systems Design

2

Improved 

Sanitation 

Services

3

Public Toilets

Public Toilets

Improved 

Mobility Services
4

Motorized & Non-

Motorized 

Transportation 

Improvement Plans

Signage Boards

Electricity

Street lights



Smart Cities Other Grants PPP / CSR

Funding Source
O&M (20 Yrs)S.No Categories Sectors Detailed Components Capital Cost

Creation of multi-layer smart parking near CMC hospital                 39.02 172.25 39.02                 

Creation of multi-layer smart parking near New Bus Stand - Including 

direct connection to New Bus Stand                 19.51 86.13 19.51                 

Hi-tech Bus Terminus Development                 56.92 167.51 56.92                 

Structured Parking in Market Area opposite to fort - timed parking                   0.30 1.32 0.30                   

Modern bus stops & Auto Stands in the area                   2.80 3.09 2.80                   

Centers of immersive learning                 15.00 66.21 15.00                 

Cultural Center - Theatre hall, Culinary Center & Parking lot                 10.50 19.31 10.50                 

Construction of 1000 Seat Capacity Theatre hall to promote 

City/state's inate culture & identity.                   2.00 11.04 2.00                   

Fort view Culnary Centre                   0.30 0.55 0.30                   

Establishment of Sky Obervatory Center in Sathuvachari Hills by 

setting up a large space telescope, multi-purpose open amphitheatre 

& space lab.                   3.80 20.97 3.80                   

Creation of Audio-visual content for Vellore Fort & City heritage                   3.00 0.00 3.00                   

Handheld devices in Fort for viewing audio-visual contents                   1.00 1.84 1.00                   

Park Improvement                   1.26 0.00 1.26                   

Mapping City's heritage by archeological experts and creation of self-

guided heritage trail content for Vellore City                   1.00 0.00 1.00                   

Moat desilting                 48.62 0.00 48.62                 

Floodlight Systems for Vellore Fort                   0.40 0.00 0.40                   

Boating in fort moat                   0.90 0.00 0.90                   

City Aesthetics - 3D wall paintings                   2.34 4.30 2.34                   

Urban Forestry and Landscaping                   3.00 5.52 3.00                   

Market Development
Netaji market development plan                 34.00 150.09 34.00                 

Handheld device to all emergency reponse units                   2.00 0.00 2.00                   

Surviellance camera in all important nodes of the City, commercial 

area, market areas in the city                   3.00 5.52 3.00                   

ICT device for automatic facial recognition from Criminal database 

and behavioral monitoring in important areas of the city                   2.00 0.00 2.00                   

Sensor based accident prevention system & solar based emergency 

lighting system during blackouts                   5.55 10.21 5.55                   

WB - Model City               120.00 0.00 120.00               

Connectivity Construction of wi-fi zones for 10 KM                   5.00 9.20 5.00                   

Hardware (80TB Server)                   9.11 0.00 9.11                   

Improved 

Mobility Services
4

Recreation and 

Improved Public 

Spaces

5

Parking, Bus Stand & 

Market 

redevelopment

Recreation

Central Control 

Centre for data 

collection, storage, 

analysis & integrated 

dashboards

Fort Development

ICT Solutions

City Aesthetics

Enablers for 

Intelligent 

Solutions

Enablers for 

Intelligent 

Solutions

6



Smart Cities Other Grants PPP / CSR

Funding Source
O&M (20 Yrs)S.No Categories Sectors Detailed Components Capital Cost

GIS & other licenses                   8.55 0.00 8.55                   

Cloud                   3.86 0.00 3.86                   

network cost                   7.14 0.00 7.14                   

a. Command and control centre - physical building with room for 

individual departments

b. Video Wall - Operations room with alerting and monitoring 

systems

c. Operator Work Stations

d. Data Centre and conference facilities                 40.00 0.00 40.00                 

Web & mobile application for citizens and 3rd Party E-Gov 

applications for line departments                   6.00 0.00 6.00                   

NUHM Scheme                   1.11 0.00 1.11                   

Housing & Slum Development Programme 1.27 0.00 1.27                   

1155.95 1418.59 808.57 347.38 0.00

Improve intra-city bus network                 36.00 0.00 36.00                 

Feeder                 18.00 0.00 18.00                 

Bus Shelter  incl. land acquisition cost                   7.00 0.00 7.00                   

GPS devices                   0.20 0.00 0.20                   

Display boards for vehicle interior - to display next coming bus stop 

in multi languages                   0.10 0.00 0.10                   

Display boards for bus stops with data receiving capabilities – to 

display next coming bus                   0.14 0.00 0.14                   

Solar Panel for busstop display boards                   0.42 0.00 0.42                   

Electronic Ticketing system                   0.20 0.00 0.20                   

Real-time Traffic 

Modelling

CCTV cameras for traffic modeling including name plate recognition

                  0.05 0.09 0.05                   

Electronic display boards in public areas allowing bi-directional 

information flow (Kiosks) including grievance registration systems

                  0.72 1.32 0.72                   

Electronic Display boards in bus - advertisements & general 

information systems                   0.60 1.10 0.60                   

Dustbin cost for households, commercial establishments, market, 

educational institutions 27.25 0.00 27.25                 

GIS enabled refuse collection vehicles 33.11 0.00 33.11                 

Handheld devices for household Refuse Collectors (RC), Market 

waste RC, Barber RC, On Demand RC, M&E team in Decentralized 

waste collection centers, nodal officers, commissioner, mayor and 

the collector 0.579 1.06 0.58                   

Public Information 

Systems

2 SWM

Intelligent 

Transportation 

Systems

Decentralized 

Solid Waste 

Management 

Framework

1

Last Mile 

Connectivity

Intelligent Public 

Transport Systems

Central Control 

Centre for data 

collection, storage, 

analysis & integrated 

dashboards

Urban Housing

Sub - Total I (ABD Cost)

VELLORE SMART CITY PROPOSAL - PAN CITY

Improved 

Housing Services

Enablers for 

Intelligent 

Solutions

Enablers for 

Intelligent 

Solutions

6

7



Smart Cities Other Grants PPP / CSR

Funding Source
O&M (20 Yrs)S.No Categories Sectors Detailed Components Capital Cost

Integrated waste management monitoring framework 0.8 0.00 0.80                   

125.17 3.58 3.81 0.00 121.36

1281.12 1422.17 812.38 347.38 121.36

93.37 81.24 12.14

40.62 40.62

1415.11 1422.17 934.23 347.38 133.50

Lifetime Capex 

(20 Yrs)

Lifetime Opex 

(20 Yrs)

Lifetime Capex 

(20 Yrs)

Lifetime Opex 

(20 Yrs)

PPP 1,026.36          -                        -                     424.43               601.93              

Smart City Mission 3,127.63          1,682.09              1418.59 23.37                 3.58

Convergence Funds 347.38             347.38                  -                     -                     -                     

Total Project Portfolio 4,501.37          2,029.47              1,418.59           447.80               605.51              

ABD Pan City

Project Financing Amount

Contingency and Escalation - 10% of project cost

Total Portfolio

Project Management Cost @ 5% of SCM Financing

Sub-Total III (ABD Cost + Pan-City Cost)

2 SWM

Decentralized 

Solid Waste 

Management 

Framework

Sub-Total II (Pan-City Cost)

PPP, 
1,026.36 Cr, 23%

Smart City 
Mission, 3,127.63 

Cr, 69%

Convergence Funds,
347.38 Cr, 8%

Total Smart City Portfolio = 4501.37 Cr



SPV financials (all values in INR Lakhs) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20

Cash Inflows 38800 51713 4691 4355 3666 4182 3447 3950 4563 5255 8392 4945 5774 6654 7708 8896 8027 9355 10854 12544

Capital from ULB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1204 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Capital from CG (as ULB capital) 19400 25249.78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Capital from SG 19400 25249.78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1204 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bridge Loan 0

Principal repayment from projects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Interest payment from projects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net cash from projects 0 1256 3077 3614 2636 2880 3149 3444 3768 4125 4516 4945 5416 5931 6496 7115 7792 8532 9342 10227

Interest on net balance -42 1614 740 1030 1301 298 506 795 1130 1469 0 358 723 1212 1781 235 823 1512 2316

Carried Forward -529 20169 9255 12874 16268 3730 6327 9934 14127 18365 0 4479 9035 15145 22265 2944 10286 18901 28955

Cash outflows 39329 31014 15605 736 272 16720 851 343 370 1017 26757 466 1218 544 587 28217 685 740 799 863

Debt to projects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Grants to projects 29889 23465 11712 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Equity to projects 7377 5866 2928 461 0 16426 533 0 0 617 26325 0 715 0 0 27583 0 0 0 0

Bridge loan repayment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Project Preparation, PMC, M&E 1863 1467 732 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SPV Operating Expenses 200 216 233 252 272 294 317 343 370 400 432 466 504 544 587 634 685 740 799 863

Net cash flows -529 20699 -10914 3619 3394 -12538 2596 3607 4193 4238 -18365 4479 4556 6110 7120 -19321 7342 8615 10055 11680

Net balance -529 20169 9255 12874 16268 3730 6327 9934 14127 18365 0 4479 9035 15145 22265 2944 10286 18901 28955 40636
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ANNEXURE 4.3 

 



Municipal Administration and Water Supply Department

From
Thiru.T. Kumar, M.Com.,
Commissioner,
Vellore City Municipal Corporation,
Vellore 632001

To
The Director (SC)- l,

Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD)

Nirman Bhavan,
New Delhi - 110108

Roc.No.620912011lE'l Dated. 28.06.2016
Sir,

Sub: Submission of Revised Smart City Proposal - Vellore City Municipal
Corporation for 2nd Stage Competition under Smart City Mission- Reg

We, Vellore City Municipal Corporation, are hereby submitting the Revised Smart

City Proposal for 2nd Stage Competition. We have prepared the proposal as per the

guidelines and formats provided by Smart City Mission of MoUD, Gol. Please find

enclosed herewith the revised proposal for Vellore City in Five hard copies and one soft

copy (1 DVD).

DX Vellore City Municipal Corporation6t' 
fr$r,ru

Five Hard Copies of Revised Vellore Smart City Proposal \\
One Soft Copy (1 DVD) of Revised Vellore Smart City Proposal

MOD - Cover Letter-28.06.2016
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ANNEXURE 4.13 

Preliminary Human Resource Plan 

In order to run the City level SPV and manage smooth execution of projects identified under the Smart 

City Proposal, the city would require additional human resources that have the skill sets and hands on 

experience. It is also expected that the City level SPV would be a lean organization with only critical staff 

on its pay roll. Further, a detailed Human Resource Plan would be prepared at a later stage that would lay 

out the profiles, qualifications and timelines for engagement of the resources. A preliminary Human 

Resource Plan is presented below: 

1. SPV Board 

Sl. 
No. 

Board Member Designation 
Organisation
/Institution 

Functions Remarks 

1 
 

Chairperson Director  Director of 
Municipal 
Administrati
on, GoTN 

 To preside over the 
activities of the Board 
and provide strategic 
inputs from time to time  

 By 
Designation 

 Tenure as 
per Indian 
Companies 
Act 2013 

 Requireme
nt: 
Immediate 

2 Director Representative Finance 
Department, 
GoTN 

 To   participate in Board 
Meetings and take stock of 
the affairs of the company  

 By 
Designation 

 Tenure as 
per Indian 
Companies 
Act 2013 

 Requireme
nt: 
Immediate 

3 Director Representative 
of the 

Government of 
India 

Ministry of 
Urban 
Developmen
t, GOI 

 Appointed 
by MoUD 

 Tenure as 
per Indian 
Companies 
Act 2013 

 Requireme
nt: 
Immediate 

4 Director Commissioner,  Vellore City 
Municipal 
Corporation 

 By 
Designation 

 Tenure: Full 
time 

 Requireme



Sl. 
No. 

Board Member Designation 
Organisation
/Institution 

Functions Remarks 

nt: 
Immediate 

5 Director  Chief Executive 
Officer 

To be 
Identified 

 By 
Designation 

 Tenure as 
per Indian 
Companies 
Act 2013 

 Requireme
nt: 
Immediate 

6 Independent 
Director(s) 

Director To be 
identified 

 To provide industry 
perspective and sectoral 
expertise on strategic 
decisions of the Board 

 By name 
 Selected 

from Data 
Bank 
maintained 
by MCA 

 Preference 
would be 
given to 
those who 
have served 
as 
Independen
t Directors 
in the 
Board of 
Companies 
fulfilling 
Clause 49 
of the 
listing 
agreement 
of SEBI. 

 Tenure as 
per Indian 
Companies 
Act 2013 

 Requireme
nt: Medium 
Term 

2. CEO, SPV 

Responsibility Qualification 
Tenure and 

Appointment 



 Overseeing and managing the general 
conduct of the day-to-day operations of the 
SPV subject to the supervision and control 
of the Board 

 Entering into contracts or arrangements for 
and on behalf of the Company in all matters 
within the ordinary course of the Company’s 
business 

 To formulate and submit to the Board of 
Directors for approval a Human Resource 
Policy that will lay down procedures for 
creation of staff positions, qualifications of 
staff, recruitment procedures, 
compensation and termination procedures 

 Recruitment and removal of the senior 
management of the Company and the 
creation of new positions in accordance 
with the Company’s approved budget and 
the recruitment or increase of employees in 
accordance with the Human Resource Policy 
laid down by the Board 

 Supervising the work of all employees and 
managers of the Company and the 
determination of their duties, 
responsibilities and authority. 

 Over ten years of 
experience in running 
and managing 
infrastructure 
companies as Chief 
Executive 
Officer/Managing 
Director 

 Experience in 
implementing and 
running day-to-day 
operations of large 
infrastructure 
projects preferably in 
the urban sector 

 Should have 
experience in setting 
up SPVs  

 Should have 
experience in raising 
finances including 
from the bond market  

 Experience in working 
with Government 
would be preferred 

 Appointment for a 
period of three years 
with the approval of 
MoUD 

 Will be selected and 
appointed through a 
competitive process 
from the market 

 Requirement: 
Medium 

 

3. Chief Vigilance Officer 

Responsibility Qualification 
Tenure and 

Appointment 

 Preventive and surveillance vigilance 
 Flagging cases to the SPV Board  
 Conveying Government Instructions on 

vigilance to all divisions for compliance 
 Vigilance clearance in certain service 

aspects 
 Handling Departmental Vigilance Cases 

 The officers should 
be holding JS/ IG/ 
DIRECTOR/DIG / DS 
level posts in 
Central/State level 
Departments/Agencie
s 

 Will be appointed by 
the Board of the City 
level SPV 

 Initial Deputation for 
a period of three 
years extendable up 
to a further period of 
two years. 

 Requirement: 
Medium 

 

 

4. Core Team  

It is proposed that the SPV would have four verticals – Planning, Projects, Finance and Administration that 

would seamlessly operate towards managing the projects identified under the Smart City Proposal.  



Sl. 
No. 

Designation Qualification Job Description 
Hiring 
Plan1 

Remarks 

1.  Head, Planning   Master’s degree in 
Urban/Regional Planning or 
equivalent  

 15 or more years of experience 
in assisting city governments in 
planning of 
infrastructure/service delivery 
projects like water supply, 
transportation, etc.  

 Overall responsibility 
planning the various 
smart city projects in line 
with the Smart City Plan 

 Work closely with the 
CEO and other 
Government Agencies for 
implementation of the 
Smart City Plan 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

2.  Chief Financial 
Officer 

 Chartered Accountant/PG in 
Finance or equivalent with over 
fifteen years of experience 

 More than ten years experience 
as Head, Finance in large 
infrastructure /construction 
companies 

 Identification of potential 
sources of raising funds 

 Discussions with Lenders, 
Finalisation of Term 
Sheet / Financing 
Documents. 

 Negotiation at senior 
level with potential 
financiers and investors 
and identifying avenues 
for funding 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

3.  Head, Projects  Post Graduation in Civil 
Engineering or equivalent from 
reputed academic institutes with 
good academic record 

 More than ten years of 
experience as Head, Projects in 
large infrastructure/construction 
companies 

 Experience of implementing and 
managing projects in urban 
sectors would be preferred 

 Developing guidelines, 
protocols, structures and 
standard operating 
procedures for project 
financing under various 
Public Private Partnership 
(PPP) models 

 Advise CEO on strategic 
matters related to 
identified projects 
(feasibility, finance, policy 
etc) 

 Building financial models 
and analysis (profitability 
indicators, projections, 
scenarios, etc.). for 
evaluating financial 
feasibility of new projects 
as well as existing 
infrastructure projects 

 Preparing optimal 
commercial structure and 
institutional framework 
design for various 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

                                                           
1
 Immediate: 0 to 3 months; Medium:3 to 6 months; Long Term: After 6 months 
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infrastructure projects 
 Preparation of project 

monitoring and 
governance frameworks  

4.  Smart City 
Planner 

 Master’s Degree in Urban 
Planning or equivalent from 
reputed academic institutes with 
good academic record 

 More than seven years of 
experience in Urban Planning / 
City Planning / Country Planning 
/ Town Planning / Regional 
Planning / Infrastructure 
Planning / Transport Planning / 
Environmental Planning) 

 Experience in assisting city 
governments in innovating 
planning solutions like land use, 
transit oriented development, 
sustainable environmental 
planning etc 

 Reviewing of smart city 
projects from urban 
planning perspective 

 Provide technical 
expertise in procurement 
of smart city solutions   

 Ensure compliance with 
various development 
plans and strategies 
identified for the city 

 Ensure regulatory 
compliance of projects as 
per existing policies, FSI, 
land use among others 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

5.  Citizen 
Engagement 
Expert 

 Post Graduation on Mass 
Communication/Social Work or 
equivalent from reputed 
academic institutes 

 More than ten years of 
experience in formulation and 
implementation of strategies for 
engagement with citizens/civil 
society 

 Experience of working with City 
Governments would be 
preferred 

 Formulation of Citizen 
Engagement Strategy 
covering life cycle of 
projects 

 Convening meeting with 
the Smart City Citizen 
Forum 

 Advise on matters 
pertaining to managing 
citizen’s expectations 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

6.  Information 
Technology 
Expert 

 Post Graduation in Engineering 
(IT/Computer Science)  or 
equivalent 

 More than 15 years of 
experience in developing and 
implementing smart solutions 
related to public service delivery  

 Experience in developing mobile 
applications/ dashboards etc.  

 Review of technological 
aspects presented in 
Project feasibility studies  

 Provide advise on 
technological matter as 
and when required 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

7.  Technology 
Expert 

 Post Graduation in Engineering 
or equivalent 

 More than 15 years of 

 Assessment of feasibility, 
reliability and 
sustainability including 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
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experience in implementation 
and management of technology 
intensive projects in the urban 
projects (preferable 
international projects) 

 Knowledge and understanding 
of latest technological 
developments in the SWM, 
Sanitation, Water Supply, 
Septage etc. 

cost aspects of 
technologies suggested 
for different projects  

 Suggestion of appropriate 
technologies for different 
projects as and when 
required 

8.  Transportation 
and Road Safety 
Expert 

 Graduation in 
Civil/Mechanical/Automobile 
Engineering with Post graduate 
qualification in Mechanical/ 
Transportation/Highway 
Engineering.  

 More than 15 years of 
experience in Road Safety 
management and coordination 
activities 

 Knowledge of road safety 
standards as per 
national/international guidelines 

 Review of road safety 
aspects in all 
transportation and road 
projects 

 Provide advise on safety 
aspects as and when 
required 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: 
Contractual  

9.  Relief & 
Rehabilitation 
Officer 

 More than 15 years of 
experience in Relief and 
Rehabilitation works preferably 
in the urban sector 

 Knowledge of implementation of 
resettlement and rehabilitation 
programmes as per the 
provisions of Right to Fair 
Compensation and Transparency 
in Land Acquisitions, 
Rehabilitation and Resettlement 
Act, 2013 through periodic 
monitoring 

 Knowledge of national and State 
guidelines, policies, and Acts on 
land acquisition, rehabilitation 
and resettlement. 

 Full time First Class Degree in 
Civil Engineering/ Full time First 
class Master’s Degree in Social 
Work or Social Sciences 

 Preparation of social 
impact assessment, 
planning/implementation 
of resettlement and 
rehabilitation activities 

 Advise on R&R matters 
for infrastructure projects 
and services 

 Estimation of R&R Costs 
for project components 

 Review of project 
documents prepared by 
consultations 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

10.  Heritage 
Conservation 

 At least Post Graduation in 
Heritage and Tourism 

 Designing and 
implementation  of 

Medium 
Term 

Tenure: 
Contractual 
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Expert Management, Planning or 
Architecture/Conservation  

 More than 20 years of 
experience in  planning,  
implementation and 
management of conservation 
projects/programmes at 
national/international level 

 Experience in spatial analysis, 
zonal/development plans, 
heritage conservation and 
assistance in integration of 
projects at city/region area level 

 Expertise in integrated tourism 
planning and tourism 
infrastructure, development and 
management  

 Experience of working with the 
Government at the national, 
state or local level  

tourism/heritage 
conservation specific 
projects, sub-projects 
and activities 

 Advise on commercial 
utilization of spaces in 
heritage sites identified in 
the plan  

 Advise on relaxation of 
municipal bye-laws for 
preservation and better 
management of heritage 
areas 

 Work closely with the 
Head, projects and Chief 
Planner in overall 
planning and 
implementation of the 
identified projects 

11.  Senior 
Economist 

 Doctorate/ Post Graduation in 
Economics 

 More than 15 years of 
experience in infrastructure 
projects 

 Experience of working with large 
PSU/Infrastructure Companies 

 Undertake a detailed 
economic and financial 
analysis of projects in 
accordance with relevant 
guidelines 

 Advise on creation of 
economic opportunities 
at the city level 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  

12.  Data Scientist  More than 10 years of 
experience in data analysis  

 More than 7 years of experience 
in design and development of 
data infrastructure and data 
management 

 Experience in Big data would be 
preferred 

 Post graduate degree in 
Statistics/Economics/Econometr
ics from a reputed institute 

 Overall data collation and 
analysis 

 Design of database 
management structure  

 Design of data collection 
templates for different 
projects and services  
 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  

13.  Senior Manager, 
Finance 

 Should be Chartered 
Accountant/ M.B.A. Finance/ 
M.Com/ICFAI or equivalent from 
a recognized University/Institute 
with good academic record 

 Work Closely with the 
CFO in managing 
Financial Operation of 
the Projects 

 Preparation project 
financial status on 
monthly/quarterly basis 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
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14.  Legal Officer  Post Graduation degree in law 
or equivalent from reputed 
academic institutions 

 More than ten years of 
experience in formulation and 
drafting of internal policies 

 Formulation and drafting 
of internal policies – 
Human Resource, Risk 
Management, 

 Review and vetting of all 
legal documents  

 Representation of 
company in legal matters  

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

15.  Compliance 
Officer/Company 
Secretary 

 A demonstrated background 
within a compliance, audit or 
legal field (preferably in a 
related industry such as financial 
services or an advisory business) 

 Company Secretary / Chartered 
Accountant with more than 
fifteen years of experience 

 More than ten years of 
experience as Head,  
Compliance in large 
infrastructure/construction 
companies 

 Ensuring regulatory 
compliance as per the 
Indian Companies Act 
2013 and other acts 

 Monitoring and 
maintaining compliance 
calendars, checklists, 
registers and associated 
documents 

 Liaising with internal and 
external stakeholders 
including employees, 
clients, custodians, 
lawyers and auditors and 
dealing with information 
requests 

 Providing advice on 
compliance issues 
associated to the SPV 

 Managing all special 
purpose vehicle matters, 
including register updates 
and maintenance 

 General filing, record 
keeping and other ad-hoc 
administrative tasks as 
required 
 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
 

16.  Accounts Officer  Should be Chartered 
Accountant/ M.B.A. Finance/ 
M.Com/ICFAI or equivalent from 
a recognized University/Institute 
with good academic record  

 More than five years of 
experience in managing 
accounts/finance in large 
infrastructure/construction 
companies 

 Assistance in preparation 
of financial statements of 
the SPV 

 Regular Maintaining of 
SPV accounts 

 Flagging issues pertaining 
to finance  

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time  
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Remarks 

17.  Procurement 
Officer 

 More than 15 years of 
experience in handling 
procurements of large 
infrastructure projects/services 
preferably in urban sector 

 At least ten years of experience 
in review and drafting of tender 
documents including 
contracts/concession agreement 

 Experience in assisting 
Government agencies in 
transaction advisory services 

 Robust understanding of legal 
framework and procurement 
laws in Tamil Nadu/Multi-
lateral/Bi-lateral agencies 

 Post Graduate Degree in Law 
from recognised Institute with 
good academic record 

 Review and drafting of 
tender documents 

 Review of project 
documents from 
policy/legal perspective 

 Procurement of 
vendors/financiers/Partn
ers 

 Assistance in 
procurement matters 

Medium 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time 

18.  Internal Auditor  More than 15 years of 
experience in undertaking 
financial audit in large 
infrastructure/construction 
companies 

 Chartered Accountant from ICAI  

 Undertaking internal 
audit of the financials  
 

Medium 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
Time 

19.  Chief 
Administrative 
Officer 

 More than 15 years of 
experience in general 
administration of PSU/large 
infrastructure organization 

 Post Graduate Degree in 
Management/M.B.A with good 
academic record 

 Overall in-charge of 
administrative functions, 
responsible to Board/CEO 

 Performance 
Management and 
grievance handling 

 Preparation of the Annual 
Report of the SPV 

 Assessment of 
Administrative Support 
requirements on a 
regular basis 

Medium 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time 

20.  Project Finance 
Team (2 Nos.) 

 Should be Chartered 
Accountant/ M.B.A. Finance/ 
M.Com/ICFAI or equivalent from 
a recognized University/Institute 
with good academic record  

 Minimum two years of 
experience in project finance 
including raising of finance from 
the market 

 Assistance in preparation 
of investment proposals  

 Compliances for the 
Financing Agreements, 
other requirements, 
Other agreements BG, LC, 
BC etc. 

 Carrying out risk 
assessments and 

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time 
consultancy 
support 
model 
Tenure: 
Initially for 
a period of 
two years 
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 Experience of working in large 
infrastructure / construction 
companies 

mitigation strategy with the 
provision 
for 
extension 
by one 
more year. 

21.  Project Appraisal 
Team (3-4 Nos.) 

 Post Graduate in 
Finance/Commerce/Economics/ 
Management  or Chartered 
Accountant 

 Experience in scrutiny and 
appraisal of technical 
documents such as feasibility 
studies, DPRs, technical designs, 
financial documents such as 
cash flow statements, legal 
documents such as Tender Acts, 
Tender documents – RFP, 
Concession Agreement etc. 

 Review and scrutiny of 
project preparatory and 
tender documents  

 Preparation of 
Observation Notes for 
CEO for update and 
decision making 

 Review of policy, acts, 
guidelines 

 Provide support to the 
City Government/SPV 

 Undertake secondary and 
primary research as 
required  

Long 
Term 

Tenure: Full 
time 
consultancy 
support 
model 
Tenure: 
Initially for 
a period of 
two years 
with the 
provision 
for 
extension 
by one 
more year.  
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